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This book will increase your child's vocabulary in English and Spanish by associating numbers with

beautiful pictures and touch and feel elements.
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I purchased this for my three grandchildren. I think it is very important for a child, or anyone for that

matter, to learn a second language. My thought was that if it was presented to them in a fun way

even when they are very young it would be easier for them as they got older.I began reading it to my

two oldest ones as soon as I received it. They seemed very interested and kept their attention right

away. The littlest one loved the soft fur touching it and petting it.That enabled me to read the book to

her as she was occupied and seemed to be listening. In the end the two oldest ones actually are

using some of the Spanish words they learned in the book. I would say it is a 100% success and am

thrilled with how the children like it.

This book is nice because it has the touchy feely pages, well...some pages are, but there are only

10 pages, the books are VERY small and I don't think they are worth buying, unless you really want

3-4 pages of touchy feely things. But it's nothing compared to the size of the other BeBe Listo books



- Trucks, Animals, etc.. The other books have thick board pages and have more than 20 brightly

colored pages.

El libro esta muy educativo para las madres y padres que deseen educar a sus hijos en dos

idiomas. Es sencillo y facil de entender. Provee partes en el dibujo para que los bebes puedan

tocar y sentir. A mi bebe de solo 3 meses le encanta este tipo de libros.

We are raising our little one in a bilingual household so I was very excited to find these as all

members of the house can read to him from it no matter which language they speak. The touch

aspects he really likes. We started reading this to him when he was about 7 months old.

I love reading to my kiddos. When my son was younger, I bought him every book you could

imagine. My daughter is only a few months old so I wanted to get her something simple with bright

colors and was hoping that this book would be full of not only numbers but also cute pictures and

especially different textures for her to touch. At her age, it's really good to introduce her to different

textures.This book is adorable, but it really only has one kind of texture. My main reason for buying

the book was because I thought it was going to be a "touch and feel" book, so I was a tiny bit

disappointed. I do like that it is bilingual though.

Simple Spanish words with numbers 1-10. A reader that knows some words in Spanish would be

able to pronounce the words correctly. Most of the feeling parts are just shinny, raised parts of the

picture. On one page there are cars with shinny hubcaps.

I really liked reading this book to my infant. It has adorable "feely" illustrations and if you want to

start teaching Spanish it has easy words. You can combine them as a parent to make short

sentences.

Love the Pictures and teaching numbers in two languages so early. I started my daughter learning

numbers in three languages when she was an infant and by the time she was one year old she

could count to 20 in all three languages. Now I am starting with my Grandson the same way.
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